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CASTLE et al. (1936) state that mice with the dilution gene d are
heavier than litter mates with the intense gene. At first they, like
Green (1931), assumed that the difference in weight was due to the
presence of a size gene or genes on the chromosome near the locus
for dilution. In later experiments which utilised the closely linked
gene for short ear se, they found that the marked decrease in body
size of the se segregates could not be explained by linkage of Se with
size genes. They and subsequent investigators postulated that the
decrease in body size in short-eared mice is a pleiotropic effect of ce.
As a result of this findiiig it was inferred without any supporting
evidence that the size effects of d were also pleiotropic and not the
result of linkage. This untested hypothesis has been widely accepted.
Castle (1940) states "The largest race of mice producible by selection
should include the genetic constitution A bb dd, since this genetic
aggregation would tend to increase body size over what it would
otherwise be ". MacArthur (1949) in his selection experiments found
that his large race were mostly dd bb while his small race selected from
the same foundation stock were DD BB. He considered that this
was consistent with expectation, so no test crosses or counter-selections
were made to check the hypothesis of pleiotropic effects. Gruneberg
(1952) is somewhat reluctant to accept Castle's hypothesis because
alternative explanations are possible, such as, a size gene linked to d
could be over-compensated by the contrary effect of se. In sum-
marising, he states, "Nonetheless, taking all the pieces of evidence
together, there seems little doubt that the size effects of b, d, se
are pleiotropic effects of the genes themselves."

The evidence for the effect on body size of the dilution gene is
given in all Castle's later papers, and in Gruneberg's, as the percentage
increase in body size caused by the dilution mutation. It is shown
that dilute males are 2 30 per cent. larger than intense ones, and
that dilute females are 2 47 per cent. heavier than intense females.
The heterozygote is said to have no effect. It is interesting to examine
the basis for these often-quoted percentages and for the table given
in Gruneberg on page 407. If we utilise the given probable errors
of the means to get standard errors of the differences, we find that in
males the dilution gene increases body size by o67±o27 grams in
one cross and o 66±o 55 grams in the other cross; therefore the
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2 •3 per cent. increase in one cross is significant while the 2 I per
cent. in the other is not. In the females the increases are 0 49±o 19
and s •49+o•5o, therefore both the i 86 and the 654 per cent.
are significant. However, the large variation in the magnitude of
these differences renders them suspect. In the next series of crosses
the differences were smaller than those given above and were non-
significant. In Green's crosses when the triple recessives dba were
compared with DBA, there was no significant difference in the males
but there was one in the females. When the dilution mutation was
considered alone there was no significant difference in weight between
the two classes of segregates.

In studying the segregation of weight in crosses involving mice
with large, normal, or small body size, Butler (1952), obtained some
ancillary information on the effect of coat colour genes on body size.
This material was not published because it seems naïve to expect
strong linkages between a major gene and genes for size, if these
polygenes which bring about body size are as numerous as they
appear. In view of the fact that the above mentioned hypothesis
of the pleiotropic effects of d and b on body size is widely held and
is in danger of being accepted at face value in modern reviews and
texts, the pertinent data from these tests are given for the d mutant
in the accompanying table. In none of the crosses was there a
significant difference in body size between black and brown segregates,
or between intense and dilute segregates, in spite of the fact that the
segregates in one cross ranged in size from 14 to 36 grams. The
table shows that in both F2 and backcross generations the dilute
segregants were smaller instead of larger than the intense ones. En
the first three crosses, the d gene came from the parent with large
body size, which was MacArthur's large (L) strain with body size
of 33 6 grams. In no case is the amount by which the mean weight
of the intense segregates exceeds the mean weight of the dilute ones,
statistically significant, but in all cases the difference is in the same
direction and opposite to what would be expected from pleiotropy.
While these results are contrary to those expected on the hypothesis
that one pleiotropic effect of d is to increase body size, it can be argued
that the expected pleiotropic effect is so small that segregation of
other size genes could obscure it. To eliminate this criticism we
need to observe the size affects of D and d when the rest of the geno-
typic background is identical. A segregating inbred line is ideal
for this purpose, and the lower half of the table gives data from such
a line.

The pbs line was set up in 1949 from selected segregates of a cross
between McGill and Toronto strains. The line was established by
brother x sister mating and in the first generations the only selection
applied was for general vigour. After Sir R. A. Fisher had visited
our laboratory and pointed out the superiority of segregating inbred
lines over standard inbred ones, we decided to maintain some of our
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stocks in this form. Since the pbs line was still heterozygous for Dd
we mated an intense brother with his dilute sisters, and vice versa
in all generations after the eighth. The line is fairly vigorous although
there has been some infertility and a decline in weight, from
for males and 20 3 for females, to the values given in the table. The
data in the table show that in this inbred line, with its fairly uniform

TABLE

Sixt,-day weights for intense and dilute mice

Males Females

Cross Type
Number Mean Number Mean

(LxN) F2 . . . D 88 28I±038 90 238±03I
d 271±048 24 229±039

D-d i o±o6z 09±048
(Lx N) B.C. . . D 43 3r6±036 40 265±038

d 3r2±036 35 259±O39
D-d 04±05I o-6±o•54

(Lxpbs) F2 . . . D 102 267±O36 82 234±052
d 43 263±051 29 224±055

D-d o4±o63 I0±076
Inbred pbs

generations g-Il D 21 2P03±058 39 i827±o68
d 43 1973±036 23 I776±063

D-d oo±o68 05I±093

generations 12-14 D 24 '9°5±°i° 8 I624±040
d 27 '74'±°54 26 1568±056

D-d I 6±o88 056±068

generations 15-17 D 26 I866±o42 14 I679±o54
d 12 i8•oi±i•oo 17 1616±046

D-d o6±io8 o•63±o7x

All generations . D 71 1967±035 91 I720±033
d 82 i883±o3o 66 16•53±o•35

D-d o•84±o•46 o•67±o-49

genic background, there is no evidence for the suggested pleiotropic
effect of d. In fact, while none of the differences are significant, they
are all in the opposite direction to that expected. In the table,
because of the small numbers involved, three generations are lumped
together to give each set of data, but this lumping did not change
the picture. When comparisons are made within each generation
we find that of the i 8 differences found, in only two cases were the
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dilute segregates heavier than the intense ones, so it appears that while
the differences between the two types of segregates are not significant
in any single case, the very homogeneity of these differences points
to the fact that the differences are real ones rather than chance ones.
The segregation ratios for Dd are quite good in the case of the F2's
and backcross but are not so consistent in the inbred line. It does
not seem necessary at this time to justify this departure from the

x ratio or its apparent association with sex.
The interpretation of these findings is that dilute does not ha e

a pleiotropic effect on body size. If it did exhibit this pleiotropism
it would be necessary to postulate in this case that linked with D
there was a gene or genes which increase body size, and that the
effect of these genes overrides the pleiotropic effect of d. The law of
parsimony causes us to abandon this explanation, especially since
the pleiotropic effects of d were not well substantiated in the first
place. The two alternative explanations are either the weight
differences between the two types of segregates are chance ones and
no explanation is needed, or if we accept as a criteria of a small real
difference the fact that the weight differentials are all in the same
direction; then we have to postulate linkage. Such linkage must
consist of size genes close enough to the D locus that after 57 generations
of inbreeding they are still on the tract of heterogeneous origin (Fiher,
1949). The length of this tract if of the enclosed type, would be
between 45 and 5 centimorgans for the i6th and j7th generations
of inbreeding. Further information on this point should accumulate
in future generations of inbreeding when the decrease in the length
of this tract will make body size genes, if they do occur in this region,
homozygous. If the hypothesis of size genes linked to D is accepted,
then the earlier work of Castle fits into the same scheme, except that
in his case the linkage was in the opposite phase. The percentage
increase in body size of the d segregates in his data is comparable
with the percentage decreases in the present data.

Summing up, it seems advisable to abandon the hypothesis that
the dilution gene has a pleiotropic effect on body size, and to substitute
in its place the hypothesis that close to the d locus there are genes which
affect body size.
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